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**Claims 1.** Use of one or more compounds selected from the group consisting of:
- ellagic acid,
- its salts,
- ethers of ellagic acid,
- and its ethers, and
- mixtures thereof,
as antidandruff agent.

2. Use according to claim 1 for treating skin conditions associated with proliferation of yeasts of the genus Malassezia on the scalp.

3. Use according to claim 1 or 2, characterized in that the salt or salts are selected from salts of calcium or calcium-sodium salts of ellagic acid.
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PEDAL SIMULATOR

Abstract

A pedal simulator includes a cylinder mechanism for absorbing a fluid pressure generated in a pressurization chamber of a master cylinder by operating a brake pedal. The cylinder mechanism includes a housing, a piston slidably held in the housing and defining a fluid chamber for introducing a working fluid thereinto, and a plurality of spring members for urging the piston.

What is claimed is:

1. A cylinder mechanism comprising:
a housing;
a piston slidably held in said housing and defining a fluid chamber for introducing a working fluid thereinto;
a plurality of disc springs for urging said piston toward said fluid chamber, at least two of said disc springs having bottom ends facing each other; and
